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Technical Accuracy

1 Semi-colons - used to join together two clauses that could each be separate sentences.  For example – John calls it 
football; Sam calls it soccer.  Semi-colons can also be used to separate detailed items in a list – Emma received for her 
birthday: bright pink roller skates; sparkly silver earrings and a multi-coloured scarf. 

2 Colons – used to provide a pause before introducing related information.  For example, in a list – to make the perfect 
jam sandwich you need three things: some butter, bread and raspberry jam.  A colon can also be used to introduce a 
definition, statement or explanation of something (where the second half tends to be a summary or consequence of 
the first) – I know how I’m going to handle this: I’m going to hide!

3 Use a wide range of descriptive techniques to bring your writing to life for the reader.

4 Use a range of sentence styles – simple, compound and complex sentences.

5 Use a range of sentence openings

6 Check your spelling and punctuation

Activities
1 Research Dylan Thomas: his life, his work, anything significant about the 

times in which he was writing and present your findings in a fact file.

2 Revise the Vocabulary and Subject Terminology listed on slide 2 for a test in 
class.

3 Write a paragraph describing the best day of your holiday, ensure you 
include colons and semi-colons in a list as well as a wide range of other 
punctuation.

4 20 minutes Read Theory

This unit will help you to:

1 To become more confident with using high
level punctuation.

2 To craft your writing and create more 
ambitious sentences.

3 Use a wide range of literary devices to create 
sound and imagery in your writing.
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Vocabulary & Subject Terminology

1 Collective nouns Names for a collection or a number of people or thing (such as 
herd, array etc.).

2 Alliteration Words that begin with the same consonant letter.

3 Onomatopoeia Sound words – snap, bang, plop.

4 Sibilance Repetition of soft consonant sounds (such as ‘s’, ‘sh’, ‘ch’, ‘z’)

5 Assonance Repetition of vowel sounds.

6 Simple sentence Has only a subject and one verb.  For example: the girls sprinted 
after the bus.

7 Compound sentence When two main clauses are joined together with a connective.  
For example: I love bananas and I love apples. 

8 Complex sentence When you join a main clause and a subordinate clause (with or 
without a connective).  For example: Tom, who liked to read, 
settled down happily with his new book. 

9 Subordinate clause A clause which cannot stand alone as a complete sentence 
because it does not make sense on its own.  For example: Tom, 
who liked to read, settled down happily with his new book.


